Regent Beijing Welcomed German Musical and Jazz Star Ute Lemper
BEIJING, China (April 2017) – Regent Beijing’s General Manager, Nicholas Emery welcomed
famous German musical and jazz singer Ute Lemper. Ms. Lemper was staying in Beijing for her
concert Last Tango in Berlin at the Tianqiao Performing Arts Center.
Ute Lemper is a German singer and actress renowned for her numerous roles in musicals, this
includes playing Sally Bowles in the original Paris production of Cabaret, for which she won the
1987 Molière Award for Best Newcomer. Ms. Lemper also performed as Velma Kelly in the
revival of Chicago in both London and New York, and was awarded the 1998 Olivier Award for
Best Actress in a Musical.
The concert Last Tango in Berlin showcases the best of Ute Lemper, touching on the different
musical chapters of her main repertoire. It also celebrates Ms. Lemper’s inspiration and influence
from jazz and ethnic music.
The journey starts in Berlin with Ms. Lemper’s repertoire of Brecht, Weill and Berlin Cabaret
songs. It then continues into the poetic universe of the French chansons by Brel, Piaf, Ferre and
leads into the Argentinian world of Tango by Astor Piazzolla. Ms. Lemper walks through the
backstreets of Paris, Berlin, New York and Buenos Aires and lets ancient ghosts with new faces
tell the stories of the lost, love, survival, passion, dreams, societies, the past and the future. Ms.
Lemper also performs her own songs to connect the yesterday with the today through her stories
about these places and life.

About Regent Hotels & Resorts
Regent is a global luxury hospitality brand encompassing hotels, resorts and residences. It was founded in the 1970s by
legendary hotelier Robert H. Burns, later joined by Adrian Zecha and Georg Rafael. In the ‘80s and ‘90s, Regent is the first
hotel brand to introduce the 5-fixture bathroom, the all-villa resort, and the mixed-used hotel development. It is a truly
Asia-based global hospitality group to successfully challenge the industry’s European and US dominance, both with the opening
of the flagship Regent Hong Kong and the iconic Regent Beverly Wilshire. As an international leading hotel brand, Regent has
been constantly receiving award recognitions around the world. The existing Regents are located in Beijing, Berlin, Chongqing,
Porto Montenegro, Taipei and Singapore with a return to Jakarta as well as a new hotel opening in China’s Harbin. For more
information, please visit www.regenthotels.com.

About Regent Beijing
Located in the heart of China's dynamic metropolis, Regent Beijing is just a 3-minute walk from famous Wangfujing shopping
street. Designed in a classic yet contemporary style, the 500 luxurious guestrooms and suites are spacious and feature modern
technology and stylish amenities. Signature dining experiences include Italian restaurant Daccapo; all-day restaurant Jinbao 99,
Chicago’s Morton’s The Steakhouse, Michelin-starred Chinese restaurant Lei Garden as well as the Lobby Lounge with daily
live music. Elegantly designed meeting facilities include the lavish pillar-less ballroom with state-of-the-art lighting, a
prestigious venue for conferences, banquets and events. For more information, please visit www.regenthotels.com/beijing
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